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WHAT IS A TRADITIONAL LAB?

 Traditional teaching laboratories are highly structured and serve to reinforce or verify lecture 
content.

 Highly-structured: Students are given a step-by-step protocol to follow.

 “…[students] follow a prescribed procedure to replicate a prescribed outcome." [1]



CONCERNING EVIDENCE ABOUT TRADITIONAL LABS

 Recent Research:  Traditional labs have minimal impact on student learning of the 
lecture content but negative impacts on student attitudes and views of experimental 
science [2-4].
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NEW STANDARDS FOR LABORATORY EDUCATION

 AAPT Recommended Learning Outcomes [8]

 "Developing particular habits of mind (i.e., "Thinking like a physicist") and 
constructing knowledge of our physical universe pervades all of the 
recommended learning outcomes…. since the enterprise of physics is the 
construction of new knowledge.”

 Constructing Knowledge

 “Through laboratory work, students should gain the awareness that they 
are able to do science; that is, students should be able to collect, 
analyze, and interpret real measured data in an ethical manner 
as responsible scientists and draw meaningful conclusions from 
personal observations of the physical world. The laboratory 
curriculum should get students to start thinking like physicists by 
constructing knowledge that does not rely on an outside authority…”



NEW LAB CURRICULUM: GUIDING PRINCIPLES

 At Virginia Tech, we are developing a new intro lab curriculum1 to align with the AAPT’s 
recommendations by

 removing all verification goals,

 simulating authentic scientific activities,

 letting students engage in scientific decision-making, 

 making students and their data the source of investigative authority, and

 providing formative feedback throughout course

1Adapted from Thinking Critically in Physics Labs by Holmes et al. 

https://www.physport.org/curricula/ThinkingCritically/


NEW LAB CURRICULUM: COURSE STRUCTURE 

 Overview

 During the semester, students complete a sequence of lab units. 



Lab Session 1

Before: • Complete and submit a homework assignment related to the first session.

During: • Design and conduct an experimental investigation that evaluates a specific research question.
• Formally check in with your lab instructor.

After: • Submit a preliminary version of your group's lab notes for the unit

Lab Session 2

Before: • Read your instructor's feedback on your preliminary submission.
• Complete and submit a homework assignment related to the second session.

During: • Conduct a more open investigation that extends your investigation from the first session.
• Formally check in with your lab instructor.

After: • Submit the final version of your group's lab notes for the unit
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Unit 1: Introduction to Model Testing 
High-prec is ion  Exper iments  and  Pendu lums
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LAB UNIT 1: FIRST HOMEWORK

 Homework 1.1

 Students complete a Mathematica-based guided tutorial 
about uncertainty

 Develop a conceptual understanding of statistical 
uncertainty using simulations and invention activities

 Learn how to quantify uncertainty in an individual 
measurement and mean measurement
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 Confine preliminary investigation 

 Students test the angle dependence of a pendulum’s period by comparing the period at two particular angles.

 Lab instructions specify the number of trials and statistical analysis to perform

 Students design follow-up investigation through reflective decision-making

 Should they improve their measurements?

 Should they perform more trials?

 Use confirmation bias as a learning opportunity

 Due to their previous experience with verification labs, some students will try to confirm the model.



LAB UNIT 1: SECOND HOMEWORK

 Homework 1.3

 Students complete an ethics tutorial

 Tutorial introduces an ethical framework for responsible 
research.

 Students explore the ethical implications about 
confirmation bias and reflect on their experimental 
decisions.
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LAB UNIT 1: SECOND LAB SESSION

 Students develop actionable strategies to mitigate their biases.

 Investigate the limitations or assumptions of the model with high-precision experiments.

 Example research questions

 “Are the periods of the two angles distinguishable because of air drag?”

 “Will measuring the period with video capture instead of a stopwatch result in higher precision?”



Supplemental Material
Lab  Check- ins ,  Rubr i cs ,  and  Inst ructor  Support
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LAB UNIT 1: LAB ASSESSMENTS

 Lab Assignment

 During the lab sessions, groups document all their experimental designs, data, analyses, and decisions in a 
digital lab notebook. 

 The lab rubrics specify the criteria on which the groups' lab notebooks will be assessed. 

 These criteria assess the groups' empirical skills and quantitative critical thinking abilities 
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 The lab instructors periodically check in with each group 
during the lab session and provide suggestions and 
feedback.

 Instructors use a check-in rubric to formally assess 
each group's productivity, justifications, empirical scrutiny, 
responsiveness, sand overall teamwork. 
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